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ABSTRACT.

The purpose of this investigation, was to.determine

whether Or-not a difference in attitude towards competency

based education exists between vocationalotpstructors and

non - vocational, instructors. The investigation was conducted

by distributing a fifteen-statement survey to the faculty at

1Coconut Creek High School, Coconut Creek, Florida.

The Null Hypothesis was stated such that there would
9

be Q0 significant difference'betw4en vocational instructors

and non-vocational, instructors at Coconut Creek High School

concernIng their attitudes towards competency based

Apucation. Chi-square`tests were used to compare data

results. A significance level of .05.'was used. After

-analysis of the data, the Null Hypothesis was confirmed.

Based upon the results of this investigation, the

following recommendations are prov ed:

1. Conduit similar surveys in other Broward Couhty High.

Schools to broaden the base of the survey.

2. Investigate themistrength of vocational .instructors'
4

convictions towirds competency based education.

. 3. Investigate the general willingness of vocational

-instructors to conduct competency based education

inservice.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose Of'the,InVestigation

As an instructional method, competency based

education is gaining increased acceptance. Yet, many

4it

teachers haye not been properly instructed in the use of

competency biesed education. Ode group of educators who have`

received competency based eduCation training, however, are

vocational_ nstructons2 traditionally, competen'cy based

education has been the instructional system stressed,in

vocational teacher education programs. As such, the purpose

of this investigatin was to determine if there ,i9 a

difference in attitude towards competency based education

between vocational instructors and non-vocationaP

instructors.

Investigational Method

his investigation was conducted by distributing a
A

fifteen,question attitudinal survey to secondary lev61.
ks.

vocational and non-vocational instructors. The survey

covered a wide spectrum factors astociated with the use
t

.of competency baSed education as an-instructional method.

51
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFItCANCE

Competency based instruction and minimum competency.

testing are societal factors in educatiori that are receiving

increased attention. Private tndustry and the general public-
.

are demanding that the educational Community beable to
itt

certify that high school graduates are able to meet minimum
4

competencies necessary for, adulthood.

To facilitate the attainment of necessary

competency based education is being introduced as a method of

instruction. Before introducing a new instructional method,

however, it is bgst to determine initial/attitudes to se& if

the new phenomnon will gain ready acceptance and use.

Expectations tend to'be pelf fulfilling. Attitudes

commonly predi6t either the success or forilure of evehts.,

Thus, teacher attitudes towtrds competency based education

may be of prime importance as to whether or not competency

based education will be Successful. Competency based

3

education has not pitt been fully mandated. Even' so, there is

apprehension among s'ec-ondary educators that competency based

educatioW will b., forced upon them. Jaeger and Tittle (1980:

159) cite Bardon and Robinette as menioning'that one
o

.

positive outcome of minimum competency testing has beerc-the

alleviation of stress due to the unknown. The same would
-4,

likely apply to competency based education.-. The competency

2
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-m6vement As receiving greater ac5eptance;_ teachersAlay
._ \ '

)

-.

_

1, . - ,s

better off just because a fe
-0

ventAeComes -actuality:..

Gray (1980:2-a) i4e minimum competency-tests

as those tests wh;"re
4----, '

,,
,.

..

The passing score is set' by Atetl,AuthoKAties, and
it is not 'curved"; that:fsithepasainrimark does,
not depend on how, welt afl-sttfdenta perform. The
cut -off 'is fixed in advance,,Od stvientseither pass
or fail. .

.

Gray (1980:1) alsp states that schools in over 80% of the-

states Are using some form of minimum competency testing.

The public view is that social promotion eroded the standard

.high school ditoma, and that minimum competency testing will

restore value to the standard high school diploma. Johnson

(1984:66) cites the following to support this opinion

Promotibn from grade to grade based on examinations
and not on "social" promotion is favored by a
substantial majority (75%) of survey respondents.
This view is shared by parents of school children
and by those who have no children in school (Gallup,
1983).

Promotion from grade to grade should be based on
mastery, not on age (Task. Force on Education for.
Economic Growth, 1983).

A

Although thereOlis widespread disagreement in the

,educational community as to whet4er or not miAjmum competency

testing will increase the worthiness of 'a high sch

education, there can be so disag eement over the fac that

minimum competency testing is with us and will continue to be

with us into the forseeable future.

If attitudes in education are cycljcthen minimum

f.competency testing-can be viewed as being on the conservative
, .

side of the educational pendulum. Not only has privatk.
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industryand the general pubic demanded it, but.minimut

competency testing is now being viewed favorably by leaders

within the educational cothmunity. This view is perhaps best

represented by quotes from the folldwing professional

orqnizations (Johnson, 1984:66)

.Placement and grouping of students, as well as
promotion and graduation policies, shotildgbe guided.
by the academic progress of students and their
instructional needs, rather than by rigid adherence
to age ( National Commission on Excellence in
Education; 1983).

Every state should establishAigorous standards for
high school,, graduation, and 'local school districts
should provide rigorous standards for grade promotion.
We should curtail the proC'ess of social promotion
(National Science Board, 1983)..

While the reasons for declining student attainment of

basic skills and competenciedare legion, traditional

educational delive4y systems are frequently mentioned as a

prime cause fo this fact. Blank (1982:9-10) mentions the

following as fa tors contributing to lowered student

competencies

A small.percentage o students (typically 10% or
so) really,mitster th training tasks at a high level
of proficiency. Up e 90% of students graduating 4

. may be only minimally competent.

.
Heavy reliance on lectures (sometimes several hours

-long) as a teaching method leads to student,
dissatisfaction, absenteeism, and discipline problems.

There seems to be a lack of well developed, appropriate
curriculum materials and instructional media. in use
today. .Many instructors tend to-teach "off the top""
with little planning.

Students receive little or no immediate, periodic
feedback through the learning process so they can
correct their learning mistakes as tkey go.

%.
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There i- an over emphasis on theory, memorizing facts
and ter s nice-to-know knowledge and background ,

infOr and not enough emphasis on-learning how to
actua 1 perform tasks needed on the job.

Programs are many times unable to respond to the
unique learning-requirements of studeSzd with special
needs such.aa the ecpcationally disadvantaged, the
handicapped, and others.

Because traditional instructional'asystems have met

with perceived unfavorable /exults, many educators are

looking for alternate instructional systems. One

instructional( system toi(t is gaining acceptance is competerryf,

based education, an.instructionalimethod traditionally used

both by' -the United States, military and by.vocatiOnal4

education for their' training programs.
\pi

Blank (1982:9) identifies competency based e cation
-1

a

as an instructional system characterized by the following:

objectitegre based solely on specific, prelisely stated,

student oWomes; studentsar,e'provided high 'quality,..

caiefullyesigned, student-G.entefed learning activities.,

media, and materials designed to help them master each

objective; instruction is self-paced (within reason) so that

the student fully masters one objective beXbre moving on to P

other objectives; and, students are expected to drform each

objective to a high lfvel of proficiency that is preset

before riving credit. COncoetantly, Finch 'and Crunkilton

(1979:.224 highlight the importance of systematization to

competency based education; delivery and management are more

efficient and effective when systematization is central to

the curriculum.

1 0
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Naturally, any instructional system will have as many

variations as its practitibners. Even so,)Blank (1982:7)

states that compete -ncy based. education is generally

syndnymbus with the following terms: systems approach to

education;:personalized system of instruction (PSI);
41

performance based instruction;' criterion regerenced

instruction (CRI);, learning for mastery (LFM); objective '

referenced learning; individualized instruction (II);

programmed instruction (RI); self -paced learning; and,
i

instructional systems development (ISD).

Obviously, there are.many variations to competency

based education. Whatever its form, Gray (1980:3) perhaps,

best jynthesizes the impact of competency based education (in

opposition to minimum competency testing)

In pure form, competency 'based education defines
--competency objectives sand then proceeds without
allegiance to traditional teaching methods or to
such conventions as fifty-minute classes, five-day
weeks, and-one hundred and eighty-day school years.
In other words, competency_ based education can imply .

a wholesale redesign of schooling, while minimum
competency testing requires only that the Axisting
system pay more Attention to marginal performers and
help them accomplish more.

According there are many benefits to be had by

using competency ased education asan instructional system.

Monjan and Gassner (1979:42-44) cite the following as

advantageous to students when competency baSqd education is

-us 4: faculty are better able to select appropriate teaching

strategies and evaluate alternate teaching strategies;

faculty have clearer communication with students and,

administrators; faculty are able to make better judgments
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concerning.instyuctional needs, and faculty are better able

to determine if bTc0.ves are actually being met.

.Naturally, t"-ere are those in the e-duCational

community who do not feel.that competency based education is-

the most appropriate instructional system. grant, et al

(1979:11-16) cite tHC following as negativeAspects to
-04$

competency based education: attention is shifted from the

,best students to the average and helow-average students;

student drop-out rates are high; faculty must spend an

inordinate, amount of time assessing students; faculty are

commonly held overly accountable for strident.achievement;

'educational bureaucracy is increased; and, future

underedrollment may forCe educators into a positiqn whVre
4 1

minimum performance becordes the norm in an effort to placate'

student consumers,

Finally 'as an'instrutiOnal aystem icompetency,based

education must address the unicide concerns af. special needs
4 '4

students and 'minorities. Lazarus (1981:122) notes.*

alk

concern when he quotcp:Brandwein

We are about to yealize that there is nothi so
unequal as the equal treatment of'uhequals -- uals.
in experience, history, and previous. oppottun
In the coming yAars-no matter how'long it takes--
we will give etch individdiI his or her due.

While in a reference specifier o minimum competency testing,

parallel-concerna regarding competency based. education and

special needs students are raised by Lazarus (1981:120) when

he refers to McClung andlil'ullin s possible policies regarding

'J
education's treatment of those with special needs: students
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with speciLneeds could be held accountable to the same

standards as other students and the same diploma others

receive-'would be lisued to those wtio pass; studentO, with
1

special needs lould be held accountable for ostensibly lenh

demanding standards and-the same diploma others receive would

be issued to those who pass; and, students withspecialineeds.

could be held - accountable for ostensibly lessidemanding .

standardS but they would Then receive.a diploma different

,than otlIer'studenis receive.

Faculty and administration at Coconut Creek.High
\.

School (Broward County, Florida) recognize that competency

based edtatiop, as a d'i-feCcii.esnit of minimum competencir,

''testing, will

wide curricul

andated in the fotseenb1e future.

stematization istexpected to became the

norm; BroWard atility.in providing educatAonal leadership

.",N-

Accordingly,the assistant-principal for currrculum

concerning curricular systematization.

development at Coconut Creek High School ns.well-as the

present and former.stlence department chairpersons have -;
. ,.

indicated the need for. competenc'y based education teacher

i
!

trainifg. Their feeling is that teachers can har41/ be ;

A

expected to maximize the use of an instructl2nal system with

which they have ha minimal training. It is also recognized'
..%

that the vocationsiiinntruotors at Co nut Creek 'High School,

,

due to their teacher education trai nwi-are collectively the
.

.

.

..

* t,

faculty members most acquainted-w hcompetency based
,

cation. Thus, the reason for this investigation ivastto

1) 3 - - -
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provide useful inEormation regarding teacher attitudes

towards competency based education. From this information,

adminfstratois will be 'bptter able to determine whether or

not the faculty requires competency based education teacher

inservice, and if so; if vocational Instructors are to play a

key role in competency based educat#on teacher inservice.

e.

L

V

14
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PROCEDURES

The survey population conpisted of all instructors

at Coconut Creek High School. This Nes a non-probability

purposive' sample. The variables were instructional

responsibility (vocational. instructor Versus non-vocational

instructor) and agreement or disagreement with survey
4

statements.
, -<-

The survey instrument,' a fifteen-statemene survey

addressing.a wide spectrum of facvOrs.associated with the use

of competency based education, was developed from Blank's

.(1982:12-24) discussion of principles.and myths concerning

competency based. d

t
ucation. To avoid potential bias due to

wolding, the freq ncy of positive or negative'statements in

the survey instrument was deterMined by coin toss. To assure

validity, the survey instrument was reviewed by the assistant

principal for curriculum development and by the present and
3

former Science department chairpersons .at Coconut Creek High

School. The survey instrument is inclu4ed in the appendix.

One - hundred and fort1r surveys, ode survey for each

faculty member at Coconut Creek High 4.hool, were distributed

inomail.slots on May 17, 1985. %urvs were returned until.

,44%

June'19, 1985, the iadt. regulaiday,of the 1984-1985 school

year.



I Scoring the SutC y

The demographic'data on page vne of the survey

11

instrument was used to segregate respondents ilto two groups

based on instructional responsibility: vocational

instructors and- non-vocational instructors. After the

instructional responsibility of each respondent was

identified, responses were tabulated for each survey'

statement.
. *

Statistical Procedures

I.n the treatment of the statistical data, a chi- y.

(

squa're analysis for two or more variables was used for each

survey etatement to determine if there was a significant

difference between vocational instructors and non-vocational

instructors concerning their attitude towards cbmpetency

based education. Contingency tables were developed using-

instructiona responsibility as the independent variable and

statement Te%onse as the dependent variable. A significance

level of .05 was used. Following appropriate statistical

procedures (Best, 1981:290), Yateticorrection for continuity

was used in each case where expected frequenity counts were'

less than ten:

Research Hypotheses

41

Null Hypothesis.

There is no significant difference between yocatiOnal

,instructors and non-vocationa, instructots.dt Coconut Creek
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High School concerning their attitudes towards competenCy'

based education.

Alternate Hypothesis

There is a significant difference betweenrvocational

instructors and non-vocational instructors at,Coconut Creek

High School concerning.their attitudes towards competency

based education.

Assumptions and Limitations

1. The faculty at Coconut Creek Jligh School is

representative of all faCul* at high schools,

in Broward County, Florida.

2. 'The survey is limited to faculty at Coconut Creek

High School.

3. The sample is not random.

4. The survey instrume t is appropriate for the

researchable problem.

5. The degree of instructor agreement or disagreement

, with strvey statements will not be determined.

6. Vocational instructors, traditionally, are more

acquainted through professional training in

competency based education than non-vocational

instructors.

Definition of Terms

Competency Based Education: aninstruCtional Mehod

where:. objectives are based Yblely on specifice

17

-1
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precisely stated student outcomes; students are

'provided high qUality, carefully designed, student-

centered learning,activities, mgdia, and materials

designed to, help them master each objectiie;

instruction is self-paced (within reason) so that

the student fully, masters one objective before,

moving on to other objectives; and students are

expected to perform each-objective high level

of proficiency that is present before receiving

credit.-

2. Non-Vocational Instructor: ,any instructor who is

not a vocational instructor.

3. Vocational Instructor: any instructor who teases

more than fifty-percent (50%) in a vocational

4 subject area and/or any instructor who is lertified

in a vocational subject area.

AO

r
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RESULTS

Of the one-hundred and forty surveys that were

distributed, forty -six were returned for a, completion rate of
r

32.9 percent. Noiteen surveyd were returned by vocational

instructors, and thirty sift4veys were returned-by non-

vocational instructors.

Instances occurred, however, when respondeilts

.purposely left selected statements unanswered. Accordingly, ,./-*)

for specific survey statements, observed frequencies do not

always.equal forty-six; the total number of respondents. A-
)

summary of responses is presented in Table 1.

As mentioned,"chi-dOcere tests,were performed upon

the data. Bestl(1981:2'87) relates that chi- square

is not a measure of the /4:gree_ of relationship. It
is merely used to estimatb the likelihood that some
factor other than chance (sampling error) accounts
fpr the Apparent relationship4

For each survey statement, the computed chi - square

was less than the criterion chi-square (3.841 at the .05

level with one degree-of freedom). Thus, for the entire,

survey, there was no signif, ant diffierence between
,

vocational instructo s and n 'n-vocational Instructors

concerning,theii attitude towards competency based education.

For each survey statementi. the Null Hypotheais was confirmed.

The results of the chi-square telsts'are ptesented in Table 2.



Table 1

Summary, of the Survey

15

Vocati,onal NonVoeritional
Instructors Instructors

Statement Agree Disagree- Agree

1

2

4

3/)

10

13

7

3

3 13 3 18.

4 12 , 4 '27

5 16 0 28

6 4 12 14

7 6 10 17

8 15 .1 20

9 4 10- :,6
o 9,

10 3 13 ' :3

11 1 15 4

-..

12 11 4 13 ,

13 16 0 21

14 16 0 25

15 5 11 .. 13

Disagree

4
21

27

10

7

2

15

13

8

23
-,, .9.

_ '26

25 .

14

7;

I

5

16 ,



'Table 2

Results of the Chi-Square Tests

V -

,16

Statement Chi-Square

1 .015

2 .144

3 .711

4 .089

4
5 0)88

6 1.459

7 .863

8 ?y1.897

.035

10 .113

11' :076'

12 1:575

13 )13.072

14 1.519

15 .327 4

Criterion ch-square eqte 3.841
A P.,

Calculation of chi- square includeieYate's Correct ion

A.

0

di
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'DISCUSSION,-itMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was conducted-to examine the atti Udes of

'vocational instructors and nonvocational instructors

towards competency based education. Survey statements three,

four, five, eight, and twelve were worded in a positive
7

manner towards competency based education. Both.svocational

andsnonvocational instructors were in agreement with sur
J astatrents showing a positive attitude tOwardt competency

I" 4

based education. Survey statements fix`, seven,'.

nine, and en ere worded-in 0.neghtive manne)x7-towards

tomiletienc based' education. Again, both vocational aniiion,

vocabionallinestructprs responded..falarabiky towards competency

based eticalion:Or diegreeing with those suevey statements.
,

411" .

A
The last tnree survey statements, statements` thirteen,

urteen, and fifteen, are/either favorable {nor unfavorable,

towards competency based education. Znstead, the tycee 4

statements address'direct societ41 concerns associated with

Te use of competency based education. Once again, both

vocational and nonvocational instructors were in agreement

regarding their. attitudes. As previously stated; for eachi-........"
survey statement, there was no significant difference bet? n

r I
I 4 4

vocational instructors and nonvocayonal instructor*
. V ,

concerning their attitudes towards competency based
i

education.

1
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Although the Null Hypothesis wap confirmed, a trend

by vocational instructors Ina-a-Elting a greater predisposition

towards the use of competency based educatict as an
,r

instructional method may be an issue. Sefically, the

sixth survey statement, "Competency based education is not-an

appropriate form of instruction for' my classes," was upheld

by--bnly twenty-five percent of the vocational instructors who

completed the survey. §evenIty-five percent of the tocational

instructors who completed the survey expressed Einopinion

that competency based education was an appropriaYte form of

instruction for theft classes, get, only 51.7 Tercent,of the

ffoniarocational instructors expressed a similiar attitude.

Recalling that .teachers are now accepting competency based

education, wherlas before it was an unknown, feared

phenomenon (Jaeger and Tittle; 1980:159)4, it is perhaps not,

surprialw_thanon-vocational instructors may be beginning

.'fto cognize the merl.ts_of competency based educationJ
A

.VocatiOnal in's'tructors may, due to their teacher educatiorr

training, have ancearlier prediSpositfon towards competency

based education.

Based upon the result of thisinvestigation, the

follpwing redOmMeridations are provided with respect to

differences in attitudes towards Competency based education

4s._ between vocational instructors and non-vocational

insitructors:

1. Conduct similar surveys in other.BToward CoAty High

Schools to broaden the base of the survey.
1

I

4
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24 Investigate the strength,of vocational instructorsiii

convictions towards competency based edWcation.

340 Investigate the general willingness of vocational

instructors to'conduct competency based education

inservice.

Administrators may wish to further investigate

teacher attitudes towards competency based education before

it is implemented as a required instructional system.

in

Furthermore, administrators ay wish to concentrate their -'
s.

efforts on deterMining the dAlpree of conviction vocational'

instructors have towards competency based education.) As a ,

4 corollary to that potential invetstig'ation, a willingness of

vocational instructors to either conduct inservice or provide

a role model for the use of'competency based'education may be

determined. Whichey'tourse is chosen, both vocational

instructors and non-vocational instructors display a

favorable attitude towards competency based education.,

O

MO,
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Facility

FROM: Thomas W. MacFarland / Horticulture Instructor

SUBJECT: Competency Based Education Survey

-Would.you please take a fei, minutes of your time to complete
the following survey? The purpose of this survey is tO,
'gather data concerning tedcher,attitudes.toWards competency
based education.

For this survey, competency based education'is defined'.as an
instructional method Ithere: objectives-are based solely on

precisely.stated student outcomes; students are
provided high quality, carefully designed, student-centeKed -

learning activities, media, and materials, designed to help
them master each objective; instruction is self-paced (within
lreason) so that the student fully masters one obj#tive
before moving on to other objectives; and, studedts are
expected to perform each objective to a high level of
proficiency that is preset before receiving credit.,

Competency based education is generally synonymous with the
following terms: systems approach to education; personalized
system of instruction (PSI).; performanye based instruction;
criterion referenced,instruction (CRI); learning for mastery
(LFM); objective refefenced learning; individualized,
instruction (II); programmed instruction (PI); self-paced
learning; and, instructional systems development .(ISD).

When completing the survey, please remember that competency
based education is not synonymous with minimum competency
testing. Competency based education is an instructional
approach; minimum competency testing identifies the
accomplishment of minimum criteria.

Please let me thank you in advance for your cooperation.- If,
convenient, please return the completed' survey by placing it
in my mail slot as soon. as possible. Your. assistance will
greatly fac'ili'tate the research fby my doctoral program.
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Class Schedule: Is Thts Class
Competency }lased?

Period 1: Yes No

Period 2: Yes No

Period 3: Yes No

Period 4: ?es No

Period 5: Yes No

Period 61
4

Period 7:

Yes No

Yes No

Is it required that your classes-be
competency based? Yes No

Number of years _teaching experience:0

Number of years using competency based education:
-

Area(s) of certification:`'

Highest degr e earned:

YI

Professional ompetency Based Education Training:

College Yes No

Inservice
°$

,It la e Yes No

YOs. No

OS

6
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Considering Competency Based5ducationa
As Defined In The Cover Memo:

Please Citcle Tour Regponees

(01) Competency based eSuCI;tion will raise student-tor
teacher ratios.

Agree Disagree

(02) Competency based education is inflexible concerning
individual learning styles.

Agrie Disagree

(03) Competency based education motivates students to strive
for their fullest potential.

A ree Disagree
ef

(04) Competency based education does not stifle instructor
creatigity. :

Agree Disagree 1

(05) Competency based edUcation individualizes instruction.

Agree Disagree.

(06) Competency based education is not an appropriate
form of instruction for my classes.

. ,

Agree Disagree
AP 1.

(07) Competency' Ivased education is nat manveable in terms
-of ;time and%resources.

,e
(

....,

;Agree.' Disagree

l' 'N..

.

---.

(08) Competency based education addresses problem solving
as well as basic tasks.

Agree Disagree

Page 2. *. o.
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Considering Comp,tencyBased Education,
As Defined In The Cover Memo:

Please Circle Your Responses

(09) Competency based education promotes a restrictive
bureaucracy in all areas of education.

Agree IA Disagree

(10) ComPet9ncy based education lowers standards so that'
most students can _pass.

-Agree
41(

Disagree
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(11) Competency based education reduces student achievement
because there is less student / teacher interaction.

Agree Disagree.-

. (12) Competency based education increases learning
efficiency; students learn more in, less time.

Agree Disagree

(13f, Competency based education requires students to take
more responsibility for their own learning.

Agree . Disagree

(14) Competency based education should include work / social
skills (i.e., dependabilitf, attendance, etc.) as a
part of student evaluation.

Agree Disagree

(1) , Comietency based education should.hold special needs .
students accountable to the same standards'as other
studOnts.

r Agree Disagree

Thank you for your cooperation!

4
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